THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
of the Universe) in a sterner shape1, or of those who (like
Nietzsche's Supermen), in their own sense of power and inde-
pendence, despise ail who, as though they were still children,
require the assistance of a beneficent father to help them
through their lives.
The splitting	In polytheistic religions, or those with polytheistic tenden-
ip of parental cieS)   the different paternal qualities  may be divided among a
imo^twcfor number  of  divinities;   though   as a rule   there   is   a  single
noredivinities heavenly father who combines in his person the most exalted
aspects of creative and paternal power.   Especially frequent is
the splitting up of what appear to be the desirable and ui£
desirable aspects of the father and the attribution of them to
distinct deities, so that a kind, benevolent, forgiving and pro-
tecting divinity, upon the one hand, is contrasted with a stern,
wicked and cruel one upon the other. The mediaeval conception
of the Devil corresponds for instance,   as has been shown by
The Devil    Ernest Jones2 in his suggestive work upon this subject,   to a
deity thus obtained by the splitting off of the evil attributes
of the father; a deity upon whom hatred,   fear and even con-
tempt may be freely poured  and who  can  conveniently be
made responsible for men's ill deeds and evil thoughts3;   the
1 The Puritanical movement represented, in one of its most important
aspects, an attempt to re-introduce the notion' of the stern, relentless
father. It is interesting to note that there seems to exist an association
between the puritanical attitude in religion and a harsh, authoritative
relationship between parents and children.
* "DerAlptraum in seiner Beziehung zu gewissen Fonnen des mittel-
alterlichen Aberglaubens." Schriften zur angewandten Seelenkunde.
3 Particularly for undesirable thoughts of a sexual nature, the Devil
being the recognised source of temptations and obsessions of this kind.
The sexual aspects of the Father God are of course throughout chiefly
noticeable in his relations to women and in the attitude adopted towards
him by women. Thus the long series of amorous adventures on the part
of Zeus are typical instances of father-daughter incest. In many places the
cohabitation of a god with a mortal woman, who is regarded as his bride,
has been an essential part of religious ceremonial; though the god himself
is often, conveniently enough, impersonated for this purpose by his priest.
The very widespread practice of religious prostitution seems to be derived
from the same source (Cp. Frazer, "Adonis, Attis, Osiris," L 57 ff.). That girls
should, before they marry, give themselves to the god, to his representative,
or to some other man under his auspices, may be regarded as a custom
having some relation to the initiation phantasies and ceremonies which we
have already considered; the girl's introduction to sex life being, through
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